In many applied fields incomplete covariate vectors are commonly encountered. It is well known that this can be problematic when making inference on model parameters, but its impact on prediction performance is less understood. We develop a method based on covariate dependent partition models that seamlessly handles missing covariates while avoiding completely any type of imputation. The method we develop is not only able to make insample predictions, but out-of-sample as well even if the missing pattern in the new subjects' incomplete covariate vector was not seen in the training data. Further, both categorical and continuous covariates are permitted. Our proposal fares well when compared to other al-1 arXiv:1912.13119v1 [stat.ME] 31 Dec 2019
Introduction
We introduce an approach for prediction with missing covariates, that is, regression with a variabledimension covariate vector. The proposed model does not require any notion of imputing or substituting or other assumptions about the missing covariates. Instead we start with a random partition based on available covariates, and then add a cluster-specific sampling model for the response. The result is an elegant and uncomplicated variable-dimension regression approach.
Missing observations are regularly encountered in data-driven research (Daniels and Hogan 2008, Molenberghs et al. 2014 ). Because of this, there is a rich literature dedicated to methods that have been developed to accommodate them. These methods range from being ad-hoc like the the complete-case approach which simply deletes subjects/units with a missing observation, to more statistically sound procedures like (multiple) imputation which probabilistically "fills" in the missing values (see Rubin 1987 , Little and Rubin 2002 , van Buuren 2012 , or Molenberghs et al. 2014 ). Most of the statistical literature dedicated to missing observations is focused on missing response values and their effect on inferences associated with model parameters. The focus of this work is on incomplete covariate vectors and their affect on prediction accuracy. Even though incomplete predictor vectors are ubiquitous and can have adverse effects on prediction accuracy (destructive if an influential predictor is missing), the missing observations literature is much more sparse for this case.
In the presence of missing covariates the complete-case approach is still an option, but often performs poorly when prediction is of interest (Mercaldo and Blume 2018) . Some multiple imputation methods that were developed for missing response values can also be employed for missing covariates. Focusing on methods that allow mixed data types, multiple imputation by chained equations (MICE), which employs conditionally specified models, can be used to impute missing covariates one-at-a-time (van Buuren 2012) . This approach is somewhat ad-hoc as there is no guarantee that the conditionally specified models produce a valid joint model for the covariates. To avoid this, Xu et al. (2016) employ Bayesian additive regression trees (BART) to impute missing covariates based on the MICE framework. Although their approach produces a valid joint distribution, the order of the conditional models impacts the imputations. Similarly, Burgette and Reiter (2010) employ classification and regression trees (CART) to impute within a MICE type algorithm which permits more flexibility in the conditional distributions, while Stekhoven and Bühlmann (2012) use random forests to carry out imputation. Recently, Storlie et al. (2019) build a flexible yet complex Bayesian nonparametric model to carry out imputation. Their approach jointly models mixed-type covariates and includes a variable selection component making the procedure more efficient. All these multiple imputation type approaches (and many others not listed) focus on model parameter inference. If prediction is tangentially considered, the complications that arise when predicting based on multiple imputation are not considered. For example, procedures based on multiple imputation are problematic when out-of-sample prediction is desired as it is not possible to connect a response to the vector of covariates when carrying out imputation (a response does not exist). This has been shown to negatively impact predictive performance .
Taking into account all these limitations, our interest lies in developing a procedure that requires absolutely no type of imputation while simultaneously providing a good and flexible model for the available data.
The so called missing indicator approach (Little 1992 , Jones 1996 , van der Heijden et al. 2006 ) has been developed to avoid taking on the sometimes unverifiable assumptions of multiple imputation. But these methods must be used with care in practice as they are prone to producing biased estimates, and as a result, poor predictions (see van der Heijden et al. 2006 and Groenwold et al. 2012) . Also, under this approach, there is no clear way to handle the case of a new subject in out-of-sample prediction exhibiting a different missing pattern than those found in the training data.
Our approach to incorporating missing covariates in a prediction model stems from a completely different perspective. We focus on extending a covariate dependent random partition model so that missing values are permitted. Covariate dependent random partitions are particularly well suited for the task of prediction, as they permit complex interactions and nonlinear associations between covariates and responses. They are also able to seamlessly handle mixed-type covariates and the availability of a predictive distribution makes out-of-sample prediction straightforward regardless of the missing patterns. Perhaps the missing procedure whose focus is most similar to what we develop is found in Kapelner and Bleich (2015) . They use BART to make predictions and employ a missing indicator when constructing trees (i.e., the trees are not used as a tool to impute).
Although their motivation is similar to ours, our approach is based on partitions which permits more flexibility in how covariates interact and their associations.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide background associated with covariate dependent product partition models and detail our extension that permits incomplete observed covariates vectors of varying dimensions. In this section we also detail briefly a method that combines our covariate dependent product partition model with indicator missing approaches. Section 3 contains a simulation study and a data application. Some concluding remarks are provided in Section 4.
Missing Values and Covariate Dependent Product Partition Models
The proposed procedure builds on the covariate dependent partition model proposed by Müller et al. (2011) . We first provide background for this model and later describe in detail the proposed extensions that permit integrating missing covariates.
Preliminaries: Covariate Dependent Product Partition Model
We only provide background to covariate dependent product partition models to the extent needed to describe our approach to accommodate missing covariates. A more detailed description of these models can be found in Müller et al. (2011) , Park and Dunson (2010), or Quintana et al. (2018) .
Let i = 1, . . . , m index the m experimental units in a designed experiment or m subjects in an observational study. Further, let ρ m = {S 1 , . . . , S km } denote a partitioning (or clustering) of the m units into k m nonempty and exhaustive subsets such that i ∈ S j implies that unit i belongs to cluster j. To simplify notation we omit the subscript m for ρ unless explicitly needed. A common alternative notation that specifies a partitioning of the m units into k clusters is to introduce m cluster labels s 1 , . . . , s m such that s i = j implies i ∈ S j . Let x i = (x i1 , . . . , x ip ) denote a 1 × p covariate vector measured on unit i and x = (x 1 , . . . , x m ) will denote a matrix of "stacked" covariate vectors. Further, let x j = {x i : i ∈ S j } denote a "stacked" collection of covariate vectors from all units that belong to cluster j. Note that in what follows we will use superscript " " to denote cluster-specific entities. The covariate dependent product partition model (PPMx) prior on ρ formalizes the idea that units with similar covariate values are more likely a priori to belong to the same cluster relative to units with dissimilar covariate values. The prior consists of two set functions. The first, called a cohesion function and denoted by c(S j | M ) ≥ 0 for S j ⊂ {1, . . . , m} and parameter M , measures prior belief associated with the co-clustering of the elements of S j .
The second, called a similarity function and denoted by g(x j | z) and parametrized by z, formalizes the "closeness" of the x i 's in a cluster by producing larger values of g(x j | z) for x i 's that are more similar. The similarity function in the PPMx plays a similar role to that of the impurity function when building trees using CART (Classification And Regression Trees). See, for example, (Sutton 2005 , Section 2.4). With the similarity and cohesion functions, the form of the PPMx prior is the following product
The cohesion function we employ in what follows is c(S j ) = M × (| S j | −1)! for some positive M and | · | denoting cardinality. This cohesion is commonly employed and its popularity stems from connections the resulting random partition model has to that which is based on a Dirichlet process model (see, e.g., Quintana 2006) . Regarding possible similarity functions, Müller et al.
(2011) discuss choices or different types of covariates (e.g., continuous, ordinal, or categorical), and suggest using
The integral can be evaluated in closed form if q(x i | ζ j ) and q(ζ j | z) are chosen as a conjugate sampling model and prior pair, using the distributions only for easy calculus, rather than any notion of statistical modeling (indeed x is not even random). They are only used as a means to measure the "agreement" of the covariates from units assigned to cluster S j . In fact, any function that produces larger values as the entries of x j become more similar can be considered as a similarity function. For simplicity it is common to define a similarity function g for each covariate and set g(
See Page and Quintana (2018) for more discussion on other possible specifications for the similarity function.
For a given cluster arrangement ρ, we complete the model construction with a sampling model for the response y i by introducing cluster-specific parameters θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ km ) and assuming conditional independence at the observation level. Letting y i denote the ith response and y = (y 1 , . . . , y m ) this leads to the following model
where p(θ ) is a prior distribution for θ which are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. The model can be written as a hierarchical model with latent cluster membership indicators,
Notice that x could potentially appear in two levels of the hierarchical model described in equation
(4) (in the top level sampling model or the prior on partitions). The main purpose of this paper is to extend the PPMx in such a way that missingness in x is accommodated without the need to carry out any type of imputation. Thus, we focus mainly on the case when x only appears in the prior distribution on partitions. However, for the sake of completeness, we do briefly detail a possible approach that accommodates missingness in x when this is included in both, top level sampling model and prior on partitions, while still avoiding any type of imputation. The approach we take is similar to the pattern submodel procedure found in Mercaldo and Blume (2018) and the missing indicator approach. Specific details are provided in Section 2.3.2.
Accommodating Missing Covariates with the PPMx
In a prediction setting, missing values may exist not only among subjects whose observations are employed to fit a particular statistical model, but also when predicting for a new (out-of-sample)
subject. An additional challenge arises when the missingness pattern in the predictor profile of the new subject is new, i.e., has not been seen in any of the subjects used to train the model. The methodology we propose naturally accommodates this type of situation. and and we provide more specifics in Section ?? of the online supplementary material.
Missingness When Training Model
We note briefly that in the context of variable selection consider similarity functions that are similar in form to (5), but with each cluster selecting a cluster-specific subset of covariates. Importantly, in that application C j is a random cluster-specific parameter that includes the subset of covariates that were selected for the jth cluster. In that case it is important that g(x j ) be scaled such that g(x j > 1) for x j that are judged to be very similar and g(x j ) < 1 for very diverse x j . A similarity function with g(x j ) < 1 for all x j would exclude covariate from ever being selected. introduce an additional factor to ensure such scaling.
However, this is not required here since C j is fixed, i.e., inference is conditioned on the observed covariates.
Predicting Future Observations with Missing Entries
An outstanding feature that motivates consideration of the PPMx prior on partitions, is the flexibility in which they capture ways that covariates influence the predictive distribution, making out-of-sample prediction more accurate relative to other models, for example, the PPM. The new similarity function in (5) easily accommodates incomplete covariate vectors when making predictions for "new" individuals even if the pattern of missingness has not been observed among individuals included in the training data set. To see this, consider the following predictive multinomial probabilities that the (m + 1)st subject belongs to one of the groups h = 1, . . . , k m
Hereg
Thus, any missing covariate for the (m + 1)st subject is handled in (7) by simply skipping over those missing values, and therefore, the similarity can be always evaluated. In the extreme case of a "new" subject with an entirely missing covariate vector, the similarity function for the th
the probabilities in (6) resort to those when making predictions using the PPM.
Data Model Specifications
The choice of the sampling model in (4) depends on the variable type of the response and whether it includes a regression of y on x, in addition to the regression on x that is already implied in the PPMx prior. Since the application in Section 3 is based on ozone measurements, here we provide details for on a continuous y response. We first provide specific details for model (4) when a model for the relationship between x and y is not explicitly included in the top level sampling model, and discuss the case with regression in the following subsection. Recall that our main motivation here is to completely avoid imputation.
Hierarchical Model with Covariates in the PPMx Only
When covariates are not included in the top level sampling model and therefore only appear in the PPMx, we employ the following hierarchical model
The Gaussian prior for the cluster-specific means is commonly used and a uniform prior on clusterspecific standard deviations follows suggestions in Gelman (2006) . Prior parameters, denoted here using Latin letters, are user supplied. In what follows we will refer to (8) as "PPMx". The pattern submodel approach specifies a unique set of regression coefficients for each missing pattern. To this end, let β = (β 1 , . . . , β G ) denote the coefficient vectors that correspond to the G unique missing patterns in the training data. The dimension of β g for g = 1, . . . , G ranges from 0
to p. Note that if an individual has no covariate information, then prediction is carried out using PPM. Now, let g 1 , . . . , g m be m known indicator variables that connects the ith individual with its corresponding missing pattern such that g i ∈ {1, . . . , G}. The following hierarchical model incorporates missing covariate values in the top level sampling model through a combination of the pattern submodel and a PPMx prior on partitions:
As with model (8) all Latin letters are user supplied. It should be evident that as p grows the number of missing patterns will increase. In extreme cases, it is possible that a particular β g is estimated using a single observation. Mercaldo and Blume (2018) detail a few approaches that are able to handle such cases, but for the sake of simplicity we stick to the hierarchical model in (9). In the simulation study detailed in Section 3 we explore the predictive performance of this approach as a function of p. Finally, interpreting the regression coefficients must be done with care as values of the coefficient for a specific covariate may be considerably different for different missingness patterns. In what follows we will refer to (9) as "PPMx PSM".
Simulation Study and Data Application
In this section we describe a simulation study designed to explore the performance of our proposed method with regards to model fit and out-of-sample prediction. Then we consider a real-world data set containing ozone measurements.
Simulation Study
We conduct a simulation study that illustrates the performance of our extension to the PPMx with and with out the pattern submodel. The main objectives of the experiment are (1) determine how increasing the number of covariates together with increasing rates of missing affect prediction, (2) determine how different types of missing affect prediction, and (3) determine if partition structure contained in covariates affects prediction.
To carry out the simulation, synthetic data sets with 100 testing and 100 training observations are created. Data sets are generated under a varying number of covariates with p ∈ {2, 4, 10}.
Specific values for the covariates are generated using four Gaussian distributions thus creating four covariate dependent clusters. For example, when p = 2, four bivariate Gaussian distributions centered at (1, 1), (1, −1), (−1, 1), and (−1, −1) are used to generate 200 sets of covariate values (50 from each cluster). Similarly, when p = 4, four-dimensional Gaussians with mean vectors equal to (1, 1, 1, 1), (1, −1, 1, −1), (−1, 1, −1, 1), and (−1, −1, −1, −1) are used to create 4 clusters each with 50 observations. And lastly, when p = 10, four 10-dimensional Gaussians with means equal to (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, −1, 1, −1, 1, −1, 1, −1, 1, −1) , (−1, 1, −1, 1, −1, 1, −1, 1, −1, 1) , and (−1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1) are used to generate covariates coming from four clusters each with 50 observations. Notice that as p increases, the number of clusters remains the same (i.e., four), but they become much more sparse in the covariate space. To study how the cluster noise (i.e., overlap among clusters) affects prediction results, the covariance matrix used to generate covariate values for the scenarios just described is s 2 I p where s 2 ∈ {0.25 2 , 0.5 2 , 0.75 2 }.
When s 2 = 0.25 2 the clusters are well separated, while for s 2 = 0.5 2 the cluster borders meet and for s 2 = 0.75 2 the clusters overlap. To illustrate, Figure ? ? in the online supplementary material displays the cluster configuration for each of the s 2 when p = 2.
In all cases, the response is also generated using Gaussian distributions with means equal to (−1, −0.5, 0, 0.5) (50 values are generated from each Gaussian). To study how constant variance in the response across clusters versus a cluster-specific variance in the response impacts prediction performance, we generate response values in two ways. The first sets the standard deviation of each Gaussian equal to 0.25 and the second uses (0. Kapelner and Bleich (2015) and carried out using the bartMachine package (Kapelner and Bleich 2016) in R 5. PSM: Pattern submodel approach using method in Mercaldo and Blume (2018) and code available at https://github.com/sarahmercaldo/MissingDataAndPrediction
When fitting models (8) and (9), covariates are standardized so that each one has mean 0 and standard deviation 1. For similarity g(x j | z) we use equation (2) where for each covariate q(· | ζ j ) = N (·; ζ j , 0.5) and q(ζ j | z) = N (ζ j ; 0, 1). Finally, for prior values we set m 0 = 0, v 2 = 100 2 , a σ = 10, a σ 0 = 10, b = 0 p and B = 100I p . With these prior specifications, we fit models (8) and (9) by collecting 1000 MCMC samples after discarding the first 25,000 as burn-in and thinning by 25 (i.e., 50,000 total MCMC draws are sampled). All computation for models (8) and (9) is carried using the ppmx.missing function that is part of the ppmSuite R-package found on the first author's webpage.
In order to make out-of-sample predictions using MI, covariates in training and testing data were joined, and imputation was carried out based only on this joined matrix (i.e., the response associated with training data was not included in the imputation). Default parameter values for the BART and PSM procedures are used. To evaluate each method's ability to make predictions when covariates are missing, we employ the following metrics.
• MSE: represents the mean squared error defined as 1 100 100 i=1 (Y oi −Ŷ oi ) 2 where i indexes the 100 training observations (Y o ) andŶ oi is the fitted value for the i observation. This quantity measures goodness-of-fit.
• MSPE: represents the mean squared prediction error defined as 1
. This quantity measures the predictive performance of the models.
We found that the simulation results are similar under the various combinations of data being MNAR or MAR, and variance associated with response being constant or cluster-specific. Therefore, we present here results for data that are MNAR and with cluster-specific response variance, and present other results in Section ?? of the online supplementary material. Figures 1 and 2 display the MSE and MSPE results as a function of the number of covariates, missing fraction and cluster noise. Focusing on the MSE values first, notice if there is no missing values that BART fits the data best and the other procedures are similar with cluster noise impacting MI and PSM the most (which is to be expected). However, as the missing rate increases, then either the PPMx or PPMx PSM performs best in model fit and the differences between procedures tend to increase as the missing fraction increases, the clusters become noisier and the number of covariates increase.
Generally speaking, MI tends to perform the worst (which is to be expected).
Focusing now on MSPE, results are very similar among the procedures (save PSM) when there are no missing values, with the PPMx and PPMx PSM predicting better relative to other procedures as the noise in the clusters and the number of covariates increase. We do note that the PSM and MI are at an inherent disadvantage as no linear model was explicitly included in the top level sampling model. When the missing rate increases, the prediction accuracy of the PSM and MI degrades the most (which was expected). However, as the number of covariates increase, the PPMx PSM procedure tends to break down. This to is expected as the number of missing patterns and as a result the number of linear models increases drastically. However, it seems that the PPMx and BART generally predict better as the number of covariates increase (with the PPMx doing better). It also appears that generally speaking the PPMx procedure is least impacted by increasing the missing fraction and the cluster noise. Overall, the simulation study seems to indicate that our extension to the PPMx does very well in accommodating missing values relative to BART, MI, and PSM, and that this is regardless of the type of missingness (see 
Ozone Data Example
We consider a small environmental data set that is publicly available. 1 This data set consists of 112 measurements of the maximum daily ozone in Rennes. In addition, temperature (T), nebulosity (Ne), and projection of wind speed vectors (Vx) were measured at three times during the day (9:00, 12:00, and 15:00 hours) resulting in nine covariates. There are 16 locations for which the 1 https://github.com/njtierney/user2018-missing-data-tutorial/blob/master/ozoneNA.csv response (maximum daily ozone measurements) is missing. This could be handled with any of the existing methods in the literature focused on missing responses. However, for the sake of simplicity we remove these observations. Figure 3 displays performance of our approach, we carry out first the process described previously for only two covariates (temperature at 9:00 and 12:00) and then three (temperature at 9:00, 12:00 and 15:00).
This process was repeated by sequentially adding nebulosity and then projection of wind speed vectors for each time during the day. The MCMC specifications and prior values for models (8) and (9) are the same as those used in the simulation study of Section 3.1. Also as in the simulation study, the remaining procedures are fit using the default tuning parameter values.
The average MSE and MSPE values over the 100 cross-validation data sets are provided in 
Conclusions
We have extended the PPMx random partition model so that it is able to accommodate missing covariate values without having to adopt any of the assumptions that typically accompany impu- tation techniques. This is particularly useful when the main inferential target is of a predictive nature, as our approach facilitates making out-of-sample predictions regardless of whether missing patterns are observed in the training data or not. We also considered combining the extended PPMx with a pattern submodel and found in our simulation study that this approach performs well when the number of covariates is not large, and as a result, the number of missingness patterns is small. Incorporating ideas similar to those employed in Mercaldo and Blume (2018) that tend to scale well as the number of covariates increases is the topic of future research.
In preliminary results not shown, we explored the proposed method in the case when the underlying data structure is such that only a small number of covariates inform the partition relative to the total number measured. We found that the PPMx model in these circumstances is not as competitive as the BART approach, as indicated in our simulation study. In the case of a scenario with many covariates, we suggest first employing some dimension reduction or variable selection technique (one option is described in Page et al. 2018), and afterwards applying our approach based only on those covariates that are useful.
